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Introducing...

Introduction
Austerity, climate change, geo-politics...the future is uncertain and the context for
health and care is extremely challenging. As the old systems break down we need to build
responsive and resilient systems and communities fit for the 21st century.
A recent Health Foundation report stated that access to health care accounts for as little
as 10% of a population’s health and well-being. Factors like social networks, employment,
education and housing, our community lives, have a far bigger impact.
At the same time, in Sheffield, we have an incredible and vibrant third sector, 1’000’s of
community health activists and a wealth of physical, social and educational assets which
could be further supported to unleash their full potential!
Sharing Sheffield was designed to explore how we might building bridges between our amazing
community, voluntary and enterprising resources and our formal health and care system to
achieve the common goal of improving lives by making the most of what we have in our people
and place in Sheffield!

Format of the day
★

We began with scene setting from two volunteer
facilitators, Janet and Roz. The group set the house
rules and hopes for the day.
★ We split up into 7 ‘Sharing Spaces’ and explored our
shared goals, resources, what outside help we need and
next steps. Each sharing space had an expert host, a
public service leader and an activist facilitator.
★ We reflected on the day together and we hung our
feedback washing out for all to see.

House Rules

Our Hopes

Sharing Spaces

Sharing Spaces Model
Sharing spaces is about bringing together a group of people with a common purpose and a
desire to share their ideas, talents and resources to achieve something together.
Each Sharing Space needs a host with an idea/problem, a activist facilitator and a public
service leader
House rules:
1.
Listen to each other
2.
Be kind, respectful, honest, clear and bold
3.
Value everything being brought to the table
4.
If you oppose, propose
5.
Have empathy and understanding that lives are impacted by our in/actions
Questions
1.
What
2.
What
3.
What
4.
What

to Explore:
do we want to change together?
resources do we have?
help do we need from others?
next small steps can we take together?

Our resources
★

Older and Wiser
Hosted by Hosted by Karen of
Sheffield CC
Supported by Hazel and Sarah
What we want achieve together
★

★
★
★

Less competition and more
collaboration and sharing approach
across VCF sector
Enable data sharing across
organisations
Better communications on volunteering
opportunities
Enable ‘asset trading’ eg space for
meetings, sharing expertise etc

★
★
★
★
★
★

Learning institutions, Age Better, AgeUK,
Carers Centre, St Lukes, Clifford House,
University of the third age
Sheffield Directory, VSF sector,
volunteering
Fire Service prevention checks
Community nursing vigilance
Strategy for all ages, Person Centred
Care, Integration, Carer Support
Memory Service
TARA’s

Next steps…
★
★
★
★
★

Build on social prescribing & person
centred approaches
Intergenerational work, knowledge
transfer and volunteering
Single portal with current information
Helping people develop life course
strategies for healthy old age
Tackle unemployment, poverty,activity,
digital literacy, bereavement and
confidence building

★

Help!
Older and Wiser

★
★
★

★
★
★
★

Co-ordination of active list of
opportunities for volunteers in the
city that employers can share
pre-retirement
Five Ways to well-being embedded
Promoting health and wellbeing
across the lifecourse
Understanding health and well-being
associated with employment and
well-being
Help building the case for funding
Sharing records
Work together to support care homes
Share training and development
opportunities across the city

Our Future

Our resources
(Children and Young People)

Hosted by Kate of Sheffield
CCG
Supported by Lucy and Maddy

★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Walk in centre has advisor & rooms
Reach South Sheffield
Non verbal trainer
Sheffield Patient/carer forum
Involve people with lived experience
Chilli Pepper MH Passport
Sheffield Futures Youth Information
Service

Next steps….
What we want achieve together
★
★
★
★
★

Joining up to develop a community led
vision
Work on divide between commissioning
and people
Develop better ways to reach out and
listen
Neighbourhood/locality models to link
with schools and early years support
Develop use of digital resources

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Harnessing community groups
Seed funding
Talk with education policy makers
Bringing together young people to give them
a say in shaping things
Map our assets
Understand information/data
Need an integrated care record with the
right investment
Challenge the system

★

Help!
Our Future (Children and
Young People)

★
★

★
★
★

Time to link a wider conversation
with more people with an interest
in children and families
Earlier intervention/access to help
Shared vision and no more
strategies without engaging
children and families and voluntary
sector
Link children’s neighbourhoods with
SS/PKW neighbourhoods
Use social media/digital tech
Social prescribing for C/YP

Food Revolution
Hosted by Fran of
Regather/Oasis
Supported by Lucy and Jason

Our resources
★
★
★
★
★
★

Networks incl SHSC, SCH and local anchor
organisations
Knowledge of existing food growers
Influence location of healthy food outlets
Health visitors, Parents, Staff
New Mum Packs
Sheffield Horticulture Show

Next steps…
What we want achieve together
★

★

Increase access to healthy food for
all communities and awareness of the
environmental and health impact of
food
Develop ‘Sheffield Food Brand’

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Voucher/Subsidised Veg Box scheme
Starter growing packs
Food Revolution competition
Start conversations in neighbourhoods
Open up land to communities to grow produce
Local green grocer outside key venues
Education and awareness campaign
Seeds in window sills
Unified growers approach

Move More
Hosted by Rob of SHU
Supported by Lisa and Peter

Our resources
★
★

Move More Sheffield
Place, Institutions, 3rd
Sector

What we want achieve together

Next steps….

★

★
★

★
★

Make physical activity social
and inclusive including through
education
Make physical activity activity
part of our culture
Communicate the wider benefits
of physical activity

★
★

Signposting incl digital
Connect MM and Sheffield
Flourish/The Guide
Employers strategy
Everyone to talk to a group
about Move More Month (June)

Transition
Hosted by Helen of SHSC, Supported by Kate, Shirin, Matt and Heather
What we want achieve together:
★
A fulfilling adult life, facilitating appropriate levels of independence
★
Building knowledge and raising aspirations among parents, carers and young people with
disabilities & special educational needs (SEND). Create the expectation that the
majority of young people with SEND should go on to some form of employment, however
supported
★
Better join-up of statutory functions, including between the Children and Families Act
and the Care Act
★
Build services around relationships i.e. keep same key worker for continuity. Simplify
& develop holistic, person centred services/systems
★
Build a social model of commissioning & stop commissioning and delivering in silos
★
Use neighbourhoods as vehicle to connect
★
Use social prescribing and explore using the health champion role
★
Transition for asylum seekers, people who are homeless, substance misusers, e.g
interpreters with mental health expertise.

Transition
Hosted by Helen of SHSC, Supported by Kate, Shirin, Matt and Heather

Our resources
★ The beneficiaries – parents
and young people who know what
services and support they
want/need
★ The VCS, schools, colleges
★ The Sheffield Parent Carer
Forum - with SEND
★ New ‘14-25 Transitions Guide
for Parent Carers’ Specialist
health and social care
services, such as the
Sheffield Health & Social Care
Trust Community Learning
Disability Team

Next steps
★ Use parents/carers and young people to
identify gaps in provision
★ Build the pathways and share information –
make sure parents/carers and young people
know what is on offer (both in education
and through adult social care) and what
support they are entitled to
★ Build links with DWP to improve knowledge
about employment options and support – we
have a head office in Sheffield
★ Set up regular meetings between parents /
carers and young people and commissioners
/ LA adult social care colleagues to make
sure the needs of young people with SEND
are being met.

Transition
Hosted by Helen of SHSC, Supported by Kate, Shirin, Matt and Heather

Set
One
★
★
★
★

of Principles
size does not fit all but could develop a set of principles:
Accept a person has different roles - carer, lover, worker, friend
Accept people have a need for social inclusion
Trust, space and support can underpin the right support for
people’s life (not just a statutory function)
Professionals should support families, groups, voluntary sector
organisations to support individuals - to give them a space to make
informal decisions and build trusting relationships

Skills SHare
Hosted by James of St Mary’s
Supported by Andy of YooMee

Our resources
★
★
★
★
★
★

What we want achieve together

Carer/individual opportunities to
input into educ/training
Recently retired professionals
Community partnerships
Private sector
Existing Community
groups/relationships
Space

Next steps/help
★
★

★
★

Public sector leaders sign up to specific
actions eg releasing rooms, staff to vol
Pull together skills share digital platform
including rooms currently available and an
easy system to access/book, skills sharing
connecting people and groups, message board
(see comoodle.com)
Identify/Overcome risks
Develop widespread coaching approach so
everyone can have ‘that conversation’

Key Points
★

★

CROWDSOURCING

★
★

Hosted by Penny of Sheffield
Soup
Supported by Jean and Tim

★

Neighbours and Networks spread the word
through building social capital and
cohesion
Not all interventions need to be
health/social care support, e.g. Joy
involves herself in heritage support
which is her medicine
Frameworks which support (small)
community led projects
Mix things together - heritage/community
repairs, community/social care
Proportionate frameworks for grant
funding

Help
★
★
★
★

Neighbourhood leaders
Venue
Donations/Inventory
Involvement of schools/Football clubs

REflections

Themes from Sharing Spaces
★
★
★

★
★
★

★
★

To unleash our full potential we need to facilitate more cross-sector collaborative working
There is so much happening in our city we just don’t know about so we need better
information sharing.
The benefits of digital technology are relatively untapped, we need to tackle digital
inclusion and get better at using digital technology to improve lives including a virtual
space for #sharingsheffield.
Social prescribing is getting well established but there is work to do to spread it across
the city.
We care about equality, fairness and inclusivity and need to do more together to increasing
access to things like healthy food, volunteer opportunities and physical activity
Everyone was talking about starting with neighbourhoods but the different imposed boundaries
are confusing. We also need to work in genuine co-productive partnership with communities
(of interest/geographical).
The public sector could enable groups to come together by releas physical space and staff to
volunteer.
There are 1,000’s of community activists including health trainers, community health
champions, digital ambassadors...keep supporting them!

Post event reflections…

What did we learn?
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

★

We made a mistake singling out some people to play an activist role - many,
(perhaps all) of the people in the room were activists.
Sharing Sheffield is about bridge building across different sectors and
communities to achieve common purpose
This is a positive approach and a different way of thinking that enables shared
ownership of the problems and solutions
Stories are an important way of understanding the issues and working through the
possible solutions.
It takes time to build relationships of trust as a foundation for action
Sharing Sheffield enables a prevention, upstream approach to health and well-being
We still have work to do to reach further into communities. There is a need to
reach further and lift barriers to getting involved in Sharing/Shaping Sheffield
for groups who would not come to this type of event.
There is lots of energy in communities but also many small voluntary organisations
are facing closure.

Hanging out the washing!

Next Steps

Next Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Individual and Sharing Space group to understake agreed actions
Hosts, activist facilitators, public service leaders to meet to reflect and find ways
to turn ideas into actions
Find a way to spread ‘Sharing Space’ approach to people who might not get involved in
big traditional style events.
Do more together to increasing access to healthy food, volunteer opportunities and
physical activity
Health and Well-being Education for young people
Discover and share real life stories from Sheffield (see Sheffield Flourish)
Build the bridge between Sharing Sheffield and Shaping Sheffield
Need to look at how we better share the physical space we have with our communities
Connect up Person-Centred Care and Social Prescribing with Shaping/Sharing Sheffield
Develop approach to supporting Sharing Sheffield Pioneers to do more in our city
Engage city leaders and key partnerships in Sharing Sheffield
Explore neighbourhood co-design approach connecting community activists, community
anchor organisations, schools and primary care
Use Shaping/Sharing Sheffield networks to share more/build partnerships around
commissioning programmes.
Build real life and online sharing spaces network to provide a space where people and
organisations can share and develop local resources and assets including time and
facilities.

PostScript
In between the event and publication of this report, a number of actions have already
taken place including:
➔ Group of people from across the city met to discuss next steps for moving
person-centred care
➔ Sheffield Flourish are co-designing a new Mental Health Guide and a hub and spoke
Education Exchange
➔ A new Digital Inclusion Programme which is connecting up with other existing digital
inclusion work like Sheffield Flourish Digital Ambassadors
➔ Sheffield SOUP and CCG working together to explore expanding the approach and
supporting Sharing Sheffield Pioneers
➔ Food Revolution Sharing Space group have met to further develop connections across
the different activities in the city and build a city wide sustainable food city
➔ SHSC staff are using their office windows to grow the seedlings for OASIS gardening
➔ Sheffield Flourish and MoveMore have developed closer working links
➔ MoveMore are launching a workplace challenge

Thank you to everyone who
took the time and energy
to
get
involved
in
#SharingSheffield.
The collective talents,
insights, ideas, networks
and resources in the room
on the 9 March 2017 were
amazing.
‘Whatever
the
problem,
community is the answer!’
Margaret Wheatley

#SharingSheffield

